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Mechanical-flow no-waste pig feeding is 
an Osborne trademark.
Osborne first saw the challenges producers faced with 
wasteful pig feeding in the mid-1970s when most pro-
ducers were using old-fashioned, gravity-flow feeders 
that required continuous adjusting and monitoring. No 
matter what even the most diligent producer did, feed 
waste on the floor or in the pit and labor to adjust and 
clean was inescapable. To combat these substantial 
costs, Osborne developed a new concept for the indus-
try: mechanical-flow pig feeding.
Mechanical-flow feeding works differently than gravity-
flow feeders. The mechanical-flow design requires pigs’ 
interaction with the feeder—not gravity—to determine 
feed flow. Feed is delivered only when pigs are feeding, 
so it’s always fresh and clean.
Producers quickly saw the benefit of mechanical-flow 
feeding and Osborne became the #1 supplier of quality 
hog feeders in the U.S. in the 1980s and 1990s. And 
now, with continual improvements, Big Wheel Feeders 
are again setting a new standard in all phases of produc-
tion with their outstanding performance and longevity.

Eliminate waste and improve feed-to-gain 
ratios
Average on-farm feed waste with well-adjusted gravity-
flow feeders is often 10% or more. User experiences 
have repeatedly shown that Big Wheel Feeder waste 
is measured at less than 2%. This 8% difference be-
tween even the best gravity-flow feeders and Big Wheel 
means substantial savings to your bottom line: enough 
savings to pay for your system of Osborne Big Wheel 
Feeders within a year—better than 100% return on in-
vestment! And this fantastic return can be taken to the 
bank year after year.
Feed conversion beats traditional four-sided rectan-
gular gravity-flow feeders because more feed is used 
for actual animal growth and not wasted in the pit. Pigs 
are spread radially around the feeder and large trough 
openings, which provides a less stressful eating expe-
rience and saves feed from unnecessary competition.  
Animals eat with less stress and finish faster with Big 
Wheels.
Minimal feed waste and management time keep profits 
high by eliminating the main causes of feed waste with 
practically no human intervention required. Thousands 
of satisfied users agree: nothing beats a Big Wheel.

PRODUCERS AGREE:
NOTHING BEATS A BIG WHEEL

“My feed conversion (F/G) rate has improved 
an average of 0.1 to 0.2 per building. My initial 
investment has been well worth the cost!”

- Gene Matthis, Contract Grower

“We have seen a reduction of starve-outs and 
reduced mortality rates. In our barns we have 
observed that when given a choice, pigs actually 
prefer the round Osborne feeders over the others. 
They require minimal adjustment and are easier 
to manage than our conventional stainless steel 
feeders.”

- James Waldner, Millerdale Colony, South Dakota
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The Big Wheel®

Advantage
Eliminate waste by design
Unlike gravity-flow feeders, Big Wheel Feeders do not 
rely on gravity for feed delivery. Instead, as pigs eat, 
they turn a multi-spoke wheel in the bottom of the feed 
trough. A feed sweep, attached to the wheel and located 
just inside the bottom of the hopper, literally “sweeps” 
feed past a unique feed cone and out of the hopper. As 
the wheel is moved back and forth, feed is propelled to 
the pigs.
The feed falls through the center hole into the trough, 
where the feed wheel dispenses it to the pigs. No feed 
flows until pigs move the feed wheel. When pigs stop 
eating, the feeder stops feeding. See the Feed Flow 
Diagram at right to see how the unique combination of 
parts eliminates gravity-flow.
Big Wheel Feeders are essentially self-regulating be-
cause feed backs up against the central hole in the feed 
hopper to ensure gravity never operates the feeder.  
Virtually no other feeder does as much to reduce feed 
waste and maintenance.

Flexibility
Big Wheel Feeder models range in size and hog capac-
ity and can be used indoors or out. Pellets, crumbles,  
high-moisture or high-fat feeds, have no affect on Big 
Wheel Feeders, since feed delivery is completely inde-
pendent of feed consistency or moisture content. The 
feed sweep, coupled with unique bump bar agitators, 
provide vibration and continuous mixing to keep feed 
from becoming stagnant and bridging.
The drawing at right shows how the Big Wheel Feeder 
provides more standing room for pigs. This leads to less 
stress and competition. When pigs have adequate feed-
er space, less feed is wasted and maintenance time is 
drastically reduced.

Built to last
All Big Wheel Feeders are proudly made at our em-
ployee-owned headquarters in the U.S.A. Strong steel 
in a number of finishes keeps metal parts lasting long. 
Osborne-engineered RTM-Glas™ fiberglass-reinforced 
plastic hoppers and troughs are corrosion and abrasion 
resistant and can last decades, even around large hogs. 
All Big Wheel Feeders are patented. U.S. Patent No. 
6,199,511.

THE BEST FEEDERS
ARE ROUND

The drawing at left depicts 
the proportional size of 
280-lb. finishing hogs on an 
Osborne RF2 Wean to Finish 
Feeder and a traditional four-
hole rectangular feeder.

More standing room 
means better con-

sumption and less wasteful 
competition.

Wherever you put them—in the fenceline, 
in the center of a pen, or even outdoors, 
Big Wheel Feeders work better than con-
ventional rectangular feeders. They require 
less floor space and can be secured to  
any surface and fitted to any fence or wall 
structure. There are models, options and ac-
cessories available to handle nearly every 
feeding situation.

FRESH FEED ALWAYS

An exclusive, patented adjustment system 
and self-regulating, mechanical-flow feed-
ing virtually eliminates play-waste. The 
smooth, round, self-cleaning trough has no 
corners for feed to accumulate and spoil. 
Feed is continually agitated by the turning 
feed wheel, so that it remains fresh and 
palatable even for younger pigs that are 
sensitive to fouled feed.

BIG WhEEl® Feed Flow Diagram
Hopper

Feed Sweep

Feed Cone

Feed Wheel

Trough
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OSBORNE BIG WhEEl® NURSERY FEEDERS

Catalog
Number Style Model

Number

Feed
Capacity*
(lbs | kg)

Height 
(in | cm)

Trough 
Diameter
(in | cm)

Hog 
Weight

Hog
Capacity

FF-000RN4
FF-00RN4S

Standard Painted Steel
304 Stainless Steel RN4 52 | 24 24 | 61 18 | 46

10 days 
to 35 lbs. 
(16 kg)

Up to
25 head

FF-000RN3
FF-00RN3P
FF-00RN3S

Standard Painted Steel
Galvanized/Zinc Plated

304 Stainless Steel
RN3 157 | 71 30 | 76 22 | 56

2 weeks
to 65 lbs.
(29 kg)

Up to
60 head

FF-000RN1
FF-00RN1P
FF-00RN1S

Standard Painted Steel
Galvanized/Zinc Plated

304 Stainless Steel
RN1 235 | 106 36 | 91 26 | 66

2 weeks
to 80 lbs.
(36 kg)

Up to
60 head

OSBORNE FAST START® WEAN-TO-FINISh FEEDER
Catalog
Number Style Model

Number

Feed
Capacity*
(lbs | kg)

Height 
(in | cm)

Trough 
Diameter
(in | cm)

Hog 
Weight

Hog
Capacity

FF-00RF2FS Combo Standard Painted 
Steel & 304 Stainless Steel RF2FS 235 | 106 36 | 91 31 | 79

10 lbs. 
(4.5 kg)

to market

Up to
60 head

OSBORNE BIG WhEEl®  FINISh FEEDERS
Catalog
Number Style Model

Number

Feed
Capacity*
(lbs | kg)

Height 
(in | cm)

Trough 
Diameter
(in | cm)

Hog 
Weight

Hog
Capacity

FF-000RF2
FF-00RF2P
FF-00RF2S

Standard Painted Steel
Galvanized/Zinc Plated

304 Stainless Steel
RF2 235 | 106 36 | 91 31 | 79

30 lbs. 
(14 kg)

to market

Up to
60 head

FF-000RF1
FF-00RF1P
FF-00RF1S

Standard Painted Steel
Galvanized/Zinc Plated

304 Stainless Steel
RF1 392 | 178 40 | 102 38 | 97

50 lbs.
(23 kg)

to market

Up to
60 head

FF-000RF3
FF-00RF3P
FF-00RF3S

Standard Painted Steel
Galvanized/Zinc Plated

304 Stainless Steel
RF3 784 | 356 60 | 152 38 | 97

50 lbs.
(23 kg)

to market

Up to
60 head

FEEDER ACCESSORIES
Custom Fenceline Adapters, 2 required per feeder Hopper Lids

Stainless Steel Anchor Brackets Slat Anchors

Big Wheel® Nursery & Finish Feeders

 z ELIMINATES WASTE ● Osborne’s signature mechanical feed flow 
virtually eliminates wasted feed in the pit. Gravity-flow feeders cannot 
compare.

 z NO-STRESS EATING ● Round trough design spreads pigs radially. 
Less physical contact means less wasteful competition.

 z REDUCES LABOR ● Unique adjustment system makes initially set-
ting feed flow easy. Users delight in simply “setting it and forgetting it!”

 z IMPROVE FEED CONVERSION ● Feed is used for actual animal 
growth instead of being wasted like conventional gravity-flow feeders.

 z SELF-CLEANING TROUGH ● No corners in the round feed trough 
means there is no place for feed to build up and spoil. Continuous mix-
ing action of the feed wheel stops pigs from sorting feed.

 z STRONG CONSTRUCTION ● Ultra-tough Osborne RTM-Glas™ 
fiberglass-reinforced plastic construction is abrasion and corrosion 
resistant. Steel parts are available in a variety of finishes.

Wet/Dry

Available
!

Wet/Dry

Available
!
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Big Wheel® Outdoor Feeders

 z ELIMINATES ADJUSTMENTS ● Self-regulating, mechanical-feed 
flow–not gravity–controls the feeder minimizing adjustment for finishing 
pigs.

 z NO TROUGH LIDS NECESSARY ● Trough lids are a maintenance 
nightmare! Rain or snow has no effect on feed owing to proper trough-
hopper spacing and continual agitation with the feed sweep and wheel 
keeping feed fresh and flowing.

 z SELF-CLEANING TROUGH ● Whether placed on dirt lots or in 
hoop barns, mud, dirt or water rarely overwhelm the self-cleaning action 
of the feed wheel.

 z STRONG CONSTRUCTION ● Ultra-tough Osborne RTM-Glas™ 
fiberglass-reinforced plastic construction is weather-resistant. Hot-
dipped galvanized steel reduces rust potential.

 z ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ● Hopper lids, fenceline adapters, 
bump bar agitators, skids, steps, ladders and more are available.

OSBORNE BIG WhEEl® BUlK FEEDERS

Catalog
Number Style Model

Number
Feed

Capacity*
(tons | tonnes)

Height 
(in | cm)

Trough 
Diameter
(in | cm)

Hog 
Weight

Hog
Capacity

FF-0RO25K Galvanized RO25 0.65 | 0.59 44 | 122 55.5 | 141
50 lbs.
(23 kg)

to market

Up to
90 head

FF-0RO45K Galvanized RO45 1.2 | 1.1 62 | 158 55.5 | 141
50 lbs.
(23 kg)

to market

Up to
90 head

FF-0RO65K Galvanized RO65 1.7 | 1.5 80 | 203 55.5 | 141
50 lbs.
(23 kg)

to market

Up to
90 head

FF-0RO85K Galvanized RO85 2.2 | 2.0 97 | 246 55.5 | 141
50 lbs.
(23 kg)

to market

Up to
90 head

FF-0RO105K Galvanized RO105 2.7 | 2.5 115 | 292 55.5 | 141
50 lbs.
(23 kg)

to market

Up to
90 head

FEEDER ACCESSORIES
Fenceline Adapters, 2 required per feeder Hopper Lids

Galvanized Steel Skid Extension Cylinders

Expansion Ring Kit

* Approximate feed capacity based on feed density of 42 lbs. per cubic foot.

“The only feeders I’ll consider purchasing in the future are Osborne. They save more 
feed on my farm than any other feeder I’ve ever seen. They are the ideal fit for out-
door pork production in the era of high-priced grain.”

—Travis Dunekachke, TD Niche Pork in Nebraska
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Big Wheel® Lactation Feeders

 z FEED WASTE IS NIL ● Mechanical feed flow, a feature of all Big 
Wheel Feeders, ensures that virtually all feed disappearance can be 
equated to consumption.

 z SOWS STAY IN TOP CONDITION ● Feed is delivered ad libitum 
and is always fresh and available to match individual eating schedules.

 z FEED TROUGH STAYS CLEAN ● No corners or cracks to trap 
feed. Washing and disinfecting is quick and easy. Reverse trough lip 
helps scrape feed from chin hairs.

 z TRACK CONSUMPTION ● A translucent, volumetric hopper is cali-
brated to read and record feed levels on the Model S100 for individual 
animal testing. 

 z ADAPTABLE ● Easily adapts and attaches to farrowing stall head-
gates with special, custom-made brackets. Clear drop tube accepts 
standard flex auger feed delivery tubes.

*

OSBORNE BIG WhEEl® SOW FEEDERS
Catalog
Number

Model
Number Style Feed Capacity+

(lbs | kg)
Height 

(in | cm)

FF-00S100 S100 Calibrated Hopper, Self-Regulating Feed Flow
(available with manual adjustment system) 43 | 19 36.5 | 92.7

FF-00S110 S110 Clear Drop Tube, Self-Regulating Feed Flow
(available with manual adjustment system) 11 | 5 40.5 | 102.9

FF-00S130 S130 Short Calibrated Hopper, Self-Regulating Feed Flow
(available with manual adjustment system) 17 | 8 20.8 | 52.7

* Display stand not included. + Approximate feed capacity based on feed density of 42 lbs. per cubic foot.

*

OSBORNE BIG WhEEl® S100 FEEDER vs. TRADITIONAl FEEDER STUDY
BIG WhEEl TRADITIONAl FEEDER

DIFFERENCENumber of Sows 177 183

Average Average
Total pigs born 12.84 12.61 +0.23
Average weaning weight per pig (lb.) 12.72 11.63 +1.09
Gain per pig (lb.) 9.46 8.37 +1.09
Total Litter Gain 102.68 90.98 +11.70
Feed disappearance per litter (lb) 277.51 251.43 +26.08
Feed per pound of litter gain (lb) 2.707 2.768 -0.061
Total born subsequent litter (pigs) 12.790 12.280 +0.51
Sow farrowing rate after weaning (%) 92.80 86.20 +6.60

Data courtesy of Swine Management Systems, Fremont, NE. For detailed data, request the Sow Lactation Feeder Trial data sheet from Osborne.
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The Osborne Pivot Feeder™

OSBORNE PIVOT FEEDER™

Catalog
Number

Model
Number Style/Description Height 

(in | cm)

FF-00S200

S200 Stainless Steel 
One lever required 8.25 | 20.9

Plastic hopper Option

Catalog 
Number

Model 
Number Description Height

Capacity

KF-S20013

-

Calibrated Plastic 
Hopper Kit

Includes hopper 
and locking pin

22.5 in.
57 cm

25 lbs. 
11.3 kg

Choose Your lever Style
Typical 20-in. bowl

with lever 20A
Typical 16-in. bowl 

with lever 20B
Typical 20-in. bowl 

with lever 20B
Custom 20-in. bowl

with lever 20C

Levers fit other feed bowl styles not shown above.
Contact your Osborne Sales Representative for specifications.

16”
20” 20” 20”

lever Options
Catalog
Number

Model
Number Description Paddle 

location

KF-S20001 20A
Painted Stainless 
Steel and Steel for 

20” sow bowl
Top

KF-S20003 20B
Painted Stainless 
Steel and Steel for 

20” sow bowl
Top

KF-S20005 20C
Painted Stainless 
Steel and Steel for 

20” sow bowl
Bottom

KF-S20002 24A
Painted Stainless 
Steel and Steel for 

24” sow bowl
Top

KF-S20004 24B
Painted Stainless 
Steel and Steel for 

24” sow bowl
Top

KF-S20006 24C
Painted Stainless 
Steel and Steel for 

24” sow bowl
Bottom

 z ECONOMICAL ● Easily retrofits to existing stainless steel bowls to 
save on installation costs.

 z MINIMAL FEED WASTE ● Animal interaction occurs at the bowl–
not the feeder–so when the lever is covered in feed, sows cannot 
actuate the lever.

 z AD-LIBITUM FEEDING ● Sows eat what they want and when they 
want. Fresh feed is always available. Total nursing time for piglets is not 
affected.

 z EASY TO FILL & CLEAN ● Hopper opening accepts standard feed 
drop tubes for automatic feed delivery systems. Attaches directly to and 
is cleaned along with the bowl. 

 z PERFECT FOR WET/DRY FEEDING ● Trigger point is at the lever, 
not the main feeder body, keeping wet snouts away from the feeder. 
Wet/dry feeding works great because the feeder always remains dry.

Model S200

DESIGNED LIkE
NO OTHER

The Osborne Pivot Feeder 
was developed with both pro-
ducers and animals in mind. Its 
easy-to-install and easy-to-
clean design saves producers 
valuable time to invest in other 
aspects of the farm. Sows 
benefit by eating ad-libitum, 
based on their individual need 
and schedule. 
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With a conservative improvement of 0.1 in feed conversion rate, Osborne Big Wheel feeders will 
pay for themselves in less than a year! No other feeder can improve this return on investment.

The analysis below shows how much money you can save using the Osborne Big Wheel RF2 
Finish Feeder. Pigs weaned at an average weight of 10 lbs. are fed nursery phase feed until 
they reach 50 lbs. At 50 lbs., they are fed a finishing ration through market weight (270 lbs.) 
The use of the RF2 feeder improves the F/G rate by 0.1.

Estimated feed costs saved for a 1,000-head barn:      $5,800

SAVINGS PER YEAR WITh TWO TURNS IN A YEAR:    $11,600

With $11,600 savings per barn per year, Osborne Big Wheel Feeders 
will pay for themselves in less than a year!

Cycle Pig gain
Feed saved per 
pig with 0.1 F/G
improvement

Average feed
cost per lb*

Total feed costs 
savings
per pig

Nursery 40 lb. 4 lb. $ 0.35 $ 1.40

Grower-Finisher 220 lb. 22 lb. $ 0.20 $ 4.40

TOTAl 26 lb. $ 5.80

* Results will vary depending on feed prices and accurate feeder management.

“My feed conversion (F/G) rate has improved an average of 0.1 to 0.2 
per building. My initial investment has been well worth the cost!”

- Gene Matthis, Contract Grower from North Carolina

BIG WHEEL® FEEDERS PAY FOR THEMSELVES!


